
Urban Track Cafe Blinds

When both Quality & price matters- Swan Blinds

sales@swanblinds.com.au  www.swanblinds.com.au

08 9248 2869 We only use the best parts to make our Urban 
Track Outdoor Cafe Blinds 

Swan Blinds use trusted brands to manufacture the best performing outdoor blinds you will 
find in Perth. There are lots of fabrics to choose from when ordering outdoor blinds. 

Western Australia’s own 
Out door designed and 
made Blinds- Urban Track 
Urban Track is one of the top of the 
range outdoor blinds in Australia 
delivering the perfect finish to your 
outdoor Area. Urban Track is locked 
into slimline side-tracks to ensure you 
get a perfect seal around your outdoor 
entertaining area. Side tension tracks 
keep tension on the blind. The blind 
can be left at the desired height and 
with the option of an enclosed pelmet 
gives you a superior and stylish finish 
to a top quality cafe blind. The blind 
can also be locked into place when 
down for extra security. Urban Track is 
designed in WA and made for strong 
winds and is covered with a 5 year 
warranty. 

How can you open and Close your Urban Track? 
Option of three control operations: Spring, motorised or Crank 
operated. Spring assist is the most popular option as it’s so easy 
to use. Crank controlled is another option. Hard wired Motorised 
Urban track are controlled with Alpha motors and remote. 

Urban Track will 
make your 

alfresco into 
another room in 

your home! 
-Retractable blinds are 
the top of the range in 
the outdoor blind world.  

-Delivers the perfect 
finish to your outdoor 
area. 

-Stop blind at any 
desired height 

-Stainless steel locks 
and fittings prevent 
corrosion, even against 
WA’s harsh coastal 
conditions. 

Urban track can be 
made unto Up to 
5500mm wide.
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The quality of Urban Track Fabric is really 
  

Atmosphere Truffle        Atmosphere Stonewall  Atmosphere  Stone            Atmosphere Steel

Atmosphere Snow           Atmosphere Slate              Atmosphere  Silver Grey           Atmosphere Sienna

Atmosphere Sesame            Atmosphere Sand    Atmosphere  Raffia             Atmosphere Mushroom

Atmosphere Graphite         Atmosphere Espresso        Atmosphere  Cocoa Bean      Atmosphere Buttermilk

Atmosphere Black        Atmosphere Basalt                  Atmosphere Alpaca          

Shann Atmosphere 
fabric 

Atmosphere external mesh is 
designed for optimal outdoor 
living. Featuring superior 
visibility and exceptional glare, 
UV and heat reduction. Backed 
by a five year warranty, 
Atmosphere is manufactured 
using outdoor rated PVC coated 
polyester fibre and is treated 
with anti-bacterial and anti-
fungal treatments to keep it 
looking and performing better, 
for longer. Suitable for use in a 
wide range of external 
applications including drop 
blinds and awnings, Atmosphere 
is also an ideal fabric for patio, 
pergola, fixed screen and track 
system applications, as well as 
recreational vehicle awnings and 
walls. 

KEY FEATURES  

-Optimal visibility Fire resistant 
-Salt water resistant Mildew 
resistant -5 year warranty                                
-Suitable for external and 
internal applications                                       
-Glare reduction Heat reduction 
-UV reduction                                    
-Convenient widths  


